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Phoenix Yard Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Arthur and the Yeti, Johanne
Mercier, Daniel Hahn, I'm Arthur and I'm seven, and last Saturday, at my grandparents' house, we
all got a bit of a fright. The night before, the neighbour heard strange noises coming from her
garden and she saw two big, black eyes staring at her. There was only one thing for it: Grandma
phoned Cousin Eugene. Before we knew it, the whole world had come to see the Yeti of Picket
Lake.Arthur is a seven-year-old boy who is brilliant at being a seven-year-old-boy. When Arthur visits
his grandparents' house by the lake, more often than not, he becomes entangled in a new
adventure, which he must solve with the help of his pet duck and useless dog - and hopefully without
too much help from eccentric Cousin Eugene. These are witty stories full of understated humour
and populated by quirky yet recognisable characters, and narrated by Arthur who has the rational
worldview that comes exclusively from being seven-years-old. - REVIEWS - "This is a super little book
suitable for young readers. It's a fun story suitable for more able readers in KS1 upwards.Arthur is
staying with...
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An extremely awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. I have got go through and so i am certain that i will going to read again once again in the
foreseeable future. I found out this ebook from my dad and i recommended this publication to understand.
-- Ang ela  K a ssulke-- Ang ela  K a ssulke

Complete manual! Its such a great study. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You are going to like the way the
article writer create this publication.
-- Ike Fa del-- Ike Fa del
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